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3. House of Lords 14.3.83 

Lord Donaldson of Kingsbridge: " ..... It seems to me that if 

Dr. FitzGerald, with his colleagues and the SDLP, with John Hume 

and the rest of them, decide on the best possible terms that 

they can offer if the situation ever arose, then at least the 

Reverend Paisley and others would know what they are prepared to 

discuss, what at the moment they simply do not ..... " 

Lord Gowrie: " ....... 1 believe that this (SDLP abstention from 

the Assembly) is unfortunate for the Province as a whole, as I 

think it is inimical to the long term interest of the Nationalist 

Community. It should be no surprise to the SDLP that in the same 

dog-in-the-manger spirit, if I may put it that way, it seems 

likely that Unionist Assembly members will boycott any conference 

with parties in the South ....... " 

Lord Underhill : " .... His (Dr. FitzGerald's) suggestion about a 

forum for democratic parties from both the North and the south, 

aimed at a new initiative to solve the Northern Ireland problem, 

surely ought to be encouraged ........ " 

4. "For the second time in as many days the _orthern Ireland Secretary 

of State, _~r. Pr ior, yesterday hinted at his disapproval of the 

Irish Governmem:'s supporL for the SDLP's all-Ireland Forum . 

During a brief inLerview on BBC radio :tt . Prior spoke of 

unspecified changes hich he be~ieved needed to be ~ade in Lhe 

Republic's aLtitude towards _-orthern :reland. ~his was taken 

as an obligue reference to art~cles tNO and three of _e Republic's 

constitutio .......... In an interview with the Sunday Independent 

on Sun ay last _ r. Prior said he could not see anything useful 

developing from an all -Ire land forum. 

The Irish Times 22.3.1983 

5. "~orthern Ireland Secretary, Jim Prior, said he hopes "something 

useful" can come out of the new Ireland forum which meets today 

in Dubl in ....... . 

"One has to accept life as it is and see if anything constructive 

that can be achieved. One always hopes that initiatives can 

produce beneficial results. I am not so narrow-minded to reject 

any hope of constructive talks from any quarter." 

The Belfast Newsletter 14.4.83 
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